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Congratulations to all the authors we celebrate today at our 13th annual Celebration of SFU Authors. Publishing a book is a milestone achievement in the life of any author, and the Library is delighted to help mark this accomplishment for faculty, staff, students, and alumni of SFU.

As always, we have a wide range of topics and types of books on our list today. We feature many scholarly books and chapters, creative works, translations, fiction, poetry and several hybrid works. I have watched with interest as the formats have evolved over the past several years, and now include many works published only electronically. This year we also celebrate some newly published Open Educational Resources written by SFU faculty members as part of the effort to bring high quality learning materials into classrooms at no cost to students. It is a pleasure to compile and review this list every year, and to host this celebration of such impressive creative and scholarly production.

Gwen Bird
University Librarian & Dean of Libraries

The list includes publications by SFU students, staff, alumni and current and retired faculty from January 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018.

We regret any discrepancies or omissions.
MARIA VIRGINIA ACUÑA
Instructor, Liberal Arts & 55+ Program

TINA ADCOCK
Assistant Professor, History

JUAN JOSÉ ALAVA
Adjunct Professor, Resource and Environmental Management

JANNA M. ANDRONOWSKI
SFU Alum., Biology

ELLA BENNDORF
SFU Alum.

SABINE BITTER
Associate Professor, Contemporary Arts

MARIANE BOURCHEIX-LAPORTE
Student, Communication & Contemporary Arts

PAT BULMER
SFU Alum., General Studies
• Bulmer, Pat. Memories of my Glace Bay Family. Victoria, BC: Island Blue Print, 2018. Print.

GERVASE ROY BUSHE
Professor, Beedie School of Business

DANIEL CANTY
SFU Alum., Publishing

JACQUELINE CARMICHAEL
SFU Alum., The Writer’s Studio

JEREMY IAN MAXWELL CARPENDALE
Professor, Psychology
WANDA CASSIDY  
Associate Professor, Education  

HANEEF CHAGANI  
SFU Alum., Business  

ALEXANDER L. CHAPMAN  
Professor, Psychology  

DAVID CHARIANDY  
Professor, English  

KEVIN CHONG  
SFU Alum., The Writer’s Studio  

DARRAGH CHRISTIE  
SFU Alum.  

MIRIAM CLAVIR  
SFU Alum., Liberal Arts & 55 Program  

STACEY COPELAND  
Student, Communication  

ANGELA CROCKER  
SFU Alum., Education  

VALORIE A. CROOKS  
Professor, Geography  
ROSENA DAVISON  
Professor Emeriti, French  

BOBBY DAZZLER  
SFU Alum., Bachelor of Arts  

DEBORAH DERGOUSOFF  
Professor, Sociology & Anthropology  

KARIM DEVJI  
SFU Alum., Business  

PETER DICKINSON  
Professor, English  

THOMAS DONALDSON  
Assistant Professor, Philosophy  

GREGORY K. DOW  
Professor, Economics  

EVDOXIOS DOXIADIS  
Lecturer, History  

RALPH DREW  
SFU Alum., Chemistry  

JONATHAN DRIVER  
Professor, Archaeology  

MILENA DROUMEVA  
Assistant Professor, Communication  

COSME FANDY  
Student, French  
JENNIFER FANE  
Faculty Associate, Education  

CHANTAL FAUCHER  
Post Doctoral Fellow, Centre for Education, Law and Society  

ANDREW FEENBERG  
Professor, Communication  

IVANA FILIPOVIC  
Director of Operations & Service Excellence, SFU Communications & Marketing  

CARL J. FORDE  
SFU Alum., Education  

AUDE-CLAIRE FOUROT  
Associate Professor, Political Science  

MARIA DE LOURDES GARCIA RIVERA  
SFU Alum., Creative Writing Program  

THEO GAVRIELIDES  
Adjunct Professor, Criminology  
ANDREA GEIGER
Associate Professor, History

SUSAN GAIL GEROFSKY
SFU Alum., Education

ANDRÉ GEROLYMATOS
Director, Hellenic Studies Program

MOHAMMAD-REZA GHOVANLOO
Student, Biomedical Physiology & Kinesiology

JAMES GIFFORD
SFU Alum.

JELENA GOLUBOVIC
Student, Sociology & Anthropology

IAN HAMPTON
Retiree, Contemporary Arts

BRIAN HAYDEN
Professor Emeritus, Archaeology

ANDREW HEARD
Professor, Political Science

MAY HEN
SFU Alum., Sociology

JOEL HENG HARTSE
Lecturer, Education

**MATT HERN**  
Associate, Morris J. Wosk Centre for Dialogue  

**SUZANNE K. HILGENDORF**  
Associate Professor, Linguistics  

**ADAM HOLBROOK**  
Adjunct Professor, Applied Sciences  

**SUN-HA HONG**  
Assistant Professor, Communication  

**MICHAEL HOWLETT**  
Professor, Political Science  

**STEPHEN HUI**  
SFU Alum., Geography  

**ERIKA ISOMURA**  
SFU Alum., The Writer’s Studio  

**MARGARET JACKSON**  
Professor, Criminology  

**RICK JAMES**  
SFU Alum., History & Archaeology  
LEANNA JANTZI
Head, Fraser Library, SFU Surrey

DAL YONG JIN
Professor, Communication

ELEONORA JOENSUU
SFU Alum., Education

AM JOHAL
Director, SFU Vancity Office of Community Engagement

KENNETH LYNN JOHNS
SFU Alum., The Writer’s Studio

VESELIN JUNGIC
Professor, Mathematics

ANIKA KALE
Student, Political Science

MARY-ELLEN KELM
Canadian Research Chair & Professor, History
CANDYCE KELSHALL  
*Adjunct Professor, Criminology*


ALLISON KERMODE  
*Professor Emerita, Biological Sciences*


MICHELLE KIM  
*Student, Contemporary Arts*


MICHAEL KLUCKNER  
*Instructor, Liberal Arts & 55+ Program*


CHELENE KNIGHT  
*SFU Alum., The Writer’s Studio*


JULIA LANE  
*Writing Services Associate, SFU Library, Student Learning Commons*


RACHEL VICTORIA LEBOWITZ  
*SFU Alum., English and Women’s Studies*


CAROLYN LESJAK  
*Associate Professor, English*

SUE ANNE LINDE
SFU Alum., Business

SONJA LUEHRMANN
Associate Professor, Sociology & Anthropology

PAULA MACDOWELL
Limited Term Lecturer, Education

ANNA MAKONIN
Student, History

GEOFF MANN
Professor, Geography

SEAN MARKEY
Professor, Resource & Environmental Management

ELIZABETH MARSHALL
Associate Professor, Education

DOUG MARTIN
SFU Alum., Economics & Commerce

SVITLANA MATYIYENKO
Assistant Professor, Communication

HEATHER MAYER
SFU Alum., History

ANDY THOMAS ALBERT MCDONALD
SFU Alum.

HANNAH MCGREGOR
Assistant Professor, Publishing
FIONA A.E. MCQUARRIE
Former Sessional Instructor, Business

PETRA MENZ
Senior Lecturer, Mathematics

SARAH MEYERS
Student, Criminology

KATHY MEZEI
Professor Emerita, Humanities

SIMON MILGARD
SFU Alum., Criminology

KATHLEEN MILLAR
Assistant Professor, Sociology & Anthropology

TATJANA MIRKOV-POPOVICKI
Student, The Writer’s Studio

TAMIR MOUSTAFA
Professor, International Studies

JASMIN MUJANOVIC
SFU Alum.

NICOLA MULBERRY
Student, Mathematics

DAVID MURPHY
Senior Lecturer, Communication

MELANIE O’BRIAN
Director, SFU Galleries
KEVIN O’NEILL
Associate Professor, Education

SUSAN O’NEILL
Professor, Education

GERARDO OTERO
Professor, International Studies & Sociology

ALEXANDRE PAPPAS
Business Analyst, Integrated Planning & Analysis, Facilities Services

RICK PARENT
Associate Professor, Criminology

EDWARD POKRISHEVSKY
Lecturer, Health Science

EMILY PORTH
SFU Alum.

ANNA MARIE PRENTISS
SFU Alum., Archaeology

ELA PRZYBYLO
Postdoctoral Fellow, Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies

TIMOTHY RAHILLY
Vice-Provost & Associate Vice-President, Students & International

URS RIBARY
Professor, Psychology

STAN ROGAL
SFU Alum., English
ALAN RUDRUM
Professor Emeritus, English

AMYN SAJOO
Sessional Instructor, History

LISA SHAPIRO
Professor, Philosophy

CYNTHIA SHARP
SFU Alum., The Writer’s Studio

RICHARD KEITH SMITH
Professor, Communication

MARIA SPILIOTOPoulos
PhD. Candidate, Environment, Sustainable Development Program

DAVID STARR
SFU Alum., History

WOLFGANG STUERZLINGER
Professor, School of Interactive Arts & Technology

POH TAN
Student, Education

ROB TAYLOR
SFU Alum., History and Geography

JERENA TOBIASEN
SFU Alum., SouthBank Writer’s Program

ANN TRAVERS
Associate Professor, Sociology & Anthropology

KURT TRZCINSKI
SFU Alum.
SELMA WASSERMANN
Professor Emeritus, Education

SIRJE LAUREL WELDON
Professor, Political Science

ETHEL WHITTY
SFU Alum., The Writer’s Studio

SAM WIEBE
SFU Alum., English

MARY WILSON
SFU Alum., Education

MARK L. WINSTON
Professor and Senior Fellow, Centre for Dialogue

SANDRA WONG
Electronic Resources Librarian, Collections, Bennett Library

DAVID ZANDVLIET
Associate Professor, Education

FAN ZHANG
Post-Doctoral Fellow, Education

JENNIFER ZILM
SFU Alum., The Writer’s Studio

MARK L. WINSTON
Professor and Senior Fellow, Centre for Dialogue
Notes
We would like to thank all the authors listed below for participating in this year's Celebration of SFU Authors Event.
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